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RAPID RESPONSE VEST EXECUTIVE RAPID RESPONSE VEST GENERAL PURPOSE VEST

Product code: IAV001 Product code: IAV002 Product code: IAV003

- Protection to NIJ Level II and Level IIIA - Protection to NIJ Level II and Level IIIA - Protection to NIJ Level II and Level IIIA

- Front and back protection - Front, back and side protection - Front, back, side protection

- Simple Velcro closure - Simple Velcro closure - Simple Velcro closure to sides 

- Adjustable shoulder straps with quick release buckles - Adjustable shoulder straps with quick release buckles - Adjustable shoulder straps with quick release buckles.

- Outer cover in hard wearing water resistant Cordura - Outer cover in hard wearing water resistant Cordura - Outer cover in hardwearing Cordura

- Fully enclosed ballistic panels with Velcro fastening - Fully enclosed ballistic panels with Velcro fastening - Fully enclosed ballistic panels

- Full freedom of movement - Full freedom of movement - Full freedom of movement

- Adjustable side closure with Velcro fastening for a personalized fit - Adjustable side closure with Velcro fastening for a personalized fit - Adjustable elasticised side closure for a personalised fit

- Pockets front and back for additional ceramic plates - Pockets front and back for additional ceramic plates - Pockets front and back for additional ceramic plates

TACTICAL MOLLE VEST TACTICAL VEST POLICE VEST

Product Code: IAV006 option1 Product Code: IAV006 Product Code: IAV008

- Protection to NIJ Level II and Level IIIA - Protection to NIJ Level II and Level IIIA - Protection selectable from Level II to Level IIIA, with 

- Front, back, side protection - Front, back, side protection   multi-hit capability

- Simple Velcro closure to sides - Simple Velcro closure to sides - Front, Back, Side and option of Shoulder Protection

- Adjustable shoulder straps - Adjustable shoulder straps - Removable machine washable cover

- Outer cover in hardwearing Cordura - Outer cover in hardwearing Cordura - Adjust Velcro closure

- Fully enclosed ballistic panels - Fully enclosed ballistic panels - Waterproof and UV proof ballistic panels available, being 

- Full freedom of movement - Full freedom of movement   heat sealed

- Adjustable elasticised side closure for a personalised fit - Adjustable elasticised side closure for a personalised fit - Full freedom of movement

- Pockets front and back for additional ceramic plates - Pockets front and back for additional ceramic plates - Ballistic collar and groin protection can be added

- Complete Molle system for module attachement - Ceramic plates can be added to NIJ Level III and IV Protection

IA SWAT VEST  FRONT OPENING TRAFFIC VEST HIGH VISIBILITY FRONT OPENING VEST

Product Code: IAV009 Product code: IAV005

Imperial Armour Swat Jacket - Front opening  - Front opening vest with plate in back - Ultra Light anti-stab and ballistic armour system

Full Body Armour Protection - four point Velcro opening to shoulders and sides - Removable machine washable cover

Protection NIJ Level II or Level IIIA - Extreme ballistic coverage to shoulders, front, back and sides - Water Repellent and Flame Retardant Outer cover material.

Quick Fit Harness to be used when Plates required - Kevlar overlaps at front to ensure maximum protection - Special woven Inner "Comfort" material with intrinsic 

- Extremely comfortable front opening vest   antibacterial properties.

- Lumber belt for support - Simple Velcro closure

- Should the user require plate protection, the quick fit harness - Waterproof and UV proof armour panels

system can be used which holds the plates - Full freedom of movement

Option: Anti-stab - KR1 or KR2 combinated with hand gun protection - Adjustable shoulders

- Full range of sizes for both Male and Female Officers

FRONT OPENING VEST WITH MODULES CONCEALED UNDER / OVERVEST FEMALE UNDERVEST

Product Code: IAV004 Product Code: IAV011 Product Code: IAV012

- Front opening vest with plate in back - Protection to NIJ Level, II and IIIA - Protection to NIJ level II and Level IIIA

- 4 point Velcro opening to shoulders and sides - Front, back and side protection - All of our female vests are made to measure to ensure

- Extreme ballistic coverage to shoulders, front, back and sides - Removable machine washable cover   maximum comfort

- Kevlar overlaps at front to ensure maximum protection - Simple adjustable Velcro closures - Front, back and side protection

- Extremely comfortable front opening vest - Waterproof and UV proof Ballistic Panels - Removable machine washable cover

- Lumber belt for support - Full freedom of movement - Simple adjustable Velcro closures

- Should the user require plate protection, the quick fit harness - Adjustable Velcro side and shoulder closure for a personalised fit - Waterproof and UV proof ballistic panels

  system can be used which holds the plates - Option wickerable of lining to assist with sweat management - Full freedom of movement

Option: Anti-stab - KR1 or KR2 combinated with hand gun protection - Adjustable Velcro side and shoulder closure for a 

  personalised fit

- Specialised Female Ceramic Plate

T-SHIRT UNDERVEST IA BODY VEST IA BALLISTIC BRIEFS

Product Code: IAV013 Product Code: IAV014

-T-Shirt Undervest is completely concealable, it is  The Body vest is made with wickable fabric which aids in The Design Ballistic briefs are a new modern and stylish boxer brief 

   very lightweight and comfortable. Moisture management. which offers lightweight ballistic protection where needed most

- This Undervest is ideally suited for undercover agents. The Vest has zip side opening for easy access. Lightweight and comfortable

- Protection:  Level II or Level IIIA Protection - Front & back up to NIJ Level IIIA Full freedom of movement

Optional: Additional side protection Pelvic, Coccyx & top Femur Protection up to NIJ Level IIIA

Extremely Lightweight Catering for Fragmentation  and Shrapnel

BODY ARMOUR
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CONCEALABLE WAISTCOAT POLICE JACKET

EXECUTIVE WAISTCOAT Product Code: IAV010

Product Code: IAV015 - NIJ Level II and NIJ Level IIIA protection - Versatile IA's Police jacket is designed as a traditional windbreaker 

- NIJ Level II and NIJ Level IIIA protection - Full coverage to front, sides and back - Specially designed for "under-cover" officers. 

- Full coverage to front, sides and back - Ideally suited for VIP protection - There is also the option of a detachable executive waistcoat within 

- Ideally suited for VIP protection - Waistcoats are made to the user's requirements   this jacket which gives ballistic protection. 

- Waistcoats are made to the user's requirements    In different colours

   In different colours

MILITARY OVERVEST TACTICAL QUICK RELEASE MOLLE CANINE VEST

Product Code: IAV016 JACKET Product Code: IAV020

- Protection selectable from NIJ Level II to NIJ Level IIIA, Product Code: IAV017 - Protection: NIJ Level II and level IIIA.

  with multi - hit capability - Component Compatiable, Quick release capability - This vest has been designed for the dog to be able to have 

- Front, Back, Side and Shoulder Protection - Fully integrated side protection   full movement

- Removable machine washable cover - Pockets front, back and sides soft or hard armour protection - The lining is antimicrobial to assist with sweat management

- Adjustable Velcro closure - Cumberband gives additional side armour protection - Protection to the back, front and sides

- Waterproof and UV proof ballistic panels available, - All round modular attachment capability

- Full freedom of movement - Multi-point adjustability, Extraction Handle & Hydration pack

- Optional: Ballistic collar and/ groin protection and/ arm protection - Increased protection for lower back area & 

- Optional: Modular System

- Plates can be added to increase protection to Level III or IV 

MARINE SECURITY VEST WITH INTEGRATED MARITIME SECURITY VEST BALLISTIC FLOTATION VEST

BUOYANCY AID Product Code: IAV019 Product Code: IAV018

Specifically created to be worn by security personnel A vest that includes both Ballistic protection and 

Ballistic vest with incorporating Lightweight, on the water to ensure adequate protection against piracy permanent buoyancy.

floatable armour, and other security risks Protection available up to NIJ Level IIIA.

In-house integrated buoyancy aid shoulder protection is removable Dyneema plates can be added to increase protection

Shoulder protection is detachable Ballistic panels with floatable armour to level III.

Internal cumberband for support & comfort Internal cumberband to for comfort

Magazine pouches on either side of the vest Double front pockets for accessories and eyelets Flotation vests are available in Front opening style 

Protection up to NIJ Level IIIA for drainage. or Covert style.

Lined in mesh for ventilation and drainage

BODY ARMOUR CONTINUED
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RAPID RESPONSE VEST EXECUTIVE RAPID RESPONSE VEST GENERAL PURPOSE VEST

Product Code:IAV001 Product code: IAV002 Product Code: IAV003

- Protection to NIJ Level II and Level IIIA - Protection to NIJ Level II and Level IIIA - Protection to NIJ Level II and Level IIIA

- Front and back protection - Front, back and side protection - Front, back, side protection

- Simple Velcro closure - Simple Velcro closure - Simple Velcro closure to sides 

- Adjustable shoulder straps with quick release buckles - Adjustable shoulder straps with quick release buckles - Adjustable shoulder straps with quick release buckles.

- Outer cover in hard wearing water resistant Cordura - Outer cover in hard wearing water resistant Cordura - Outer cover in hardwearing Cordura

- Fully enclosed ballistic panels with Velcro fastening - Fully enclosed ballistic panels with Velcro fastening - Fully enclosed ballistic panels

- Full freedom of movement - Full freedom of movement - Full freedom of movement

- Adjustable side closure with Velcro fastening for a personalized fit - Adjustable side closure with Velcro fastening for a personalized fit - Adjustable elasticised side closure for a personalised fit

- Pockets front and back for additional ceramic plates - Pockets front and back for additional ceramic plates - Pockets front and back for additional ceramic plates

Price:  Kevlar NIJ Level II - $

TACTICAL MOLLE VEST TACTICAL VEST POLICE OVERVEST

Product Code: IAV006 option1 Product Code: IAV006 Product Code: IAV008

- Protection to NIJ Level II and Level IIIA - Protection to NIJ Level II and Level IIIA - Protection selectable from Level II to Level IIIA, with 

- Front, back, side protection - Front, back, side protection   multi-hit capability

- Simple Velcro closure to sides - Simple Velcro closure to sides - Front, Back, Side and option of Shoulder Protection

- Adjustable shoulder straps - Adjustable shoulder straps - Removable machine washable cover

- Outer cover in hardwearing Cordura - Outer cover in hardwearing Cordura - Adjust Velcro closure

- Fully enclosed ballistic panels - Fully enclosed ballistic panels - Waterproof and UV proof ballistic panels available, being 

- Full freedom of movement - Full freedom of movement   heat sealed

- Adjustable elasticised side closure for a personalised fit - Adjustable elasticised side closure for a personalised fit - Full freedom of movement

- Pockets front and back for additional ceramic plates - Pockets front and back for additional ceramic plates - Ballistic collar and groin protection can be added

- Complete Molle system for module attachement - Ceramic plates can be added to NIJ Level III and IV Protection

IA SWAT VEST FRONT OPENING VEST WITH MODULES CANINE VEST

Product Code: IAV009 Product Code: IAV004 Product Code: IAV020

Imperial Armour Swat Jacket - Front opening - Front opening vest with plate in back - Protection: NIJ Level II and level IIIA.

Full Body Armour Protection - 4 point Velcro opening to shoulders and sides - This vest has been designed for the dog to be able to have 

Protection NIJ Level II or Level IIIA - Extreme ballistic coverage to shoulders, front, back and sides   full movement

Quick Fit Harness to be used when Plates required - Kevlar overlaps at front to ensure maximum protection - The lining is antimicrobial to assist with sweat management

- Extremely comfortable front opening vest - Protection to the back, front and sides

- Lumber belt for support

- Should the user require plate protection, the quick fit harness 

  system can be used which holds the plates

Option: Anti-stab - KR1 or KR2 combinated with hand gun protection

HI TECH CLASSIC BOOT HI TECH VIPER BOOT HI TECH STEALTH BOOT

Durable and Lightweight Durable and lightweight Greater Durability

Moisture Management keeps feet drier Easier fit and removal Higher abrasion resistance

EVA Midsole increases comfort and cushions heel strike Moisture management keeps feet drier Moisture Management keeps feet drier

Better grip and  increases durability Better grip, increased comfort and durability 3 Density layers for comfort, support and shock absorption.

Provides stability, flexibility, slip- resistance, traction, movement control, grip

and support in needed areas

POLICE / SECURITY / TRAFFIC
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 FRONT OPENING TRAFFIC VEST HIGH VISIBILITY FRONT OPENING VEST REFLECTIVE VEST

Product code: IAV005

 - Front opening vest with plate in back - Ultra Light anti-stab and ballistic armour system - Reflective Bibs - one size fits all - lime 

- four point Velcro opening to shoulders and sides - Removable machine washable cover - Reflective Bibs - With adjustable sides - orange & grey

- Extreme ballistic coverage to shoulders, front, back and sides - Water Repellent and Flame Retardant Outer cover material.

- Kevlar overlaps at front to ensure maximum protection - Special woven Inner "Comfort" material with intrinsic 

- Extremely comfortable front opening vest   antibacterial properties.

- Lumber belt for support - Simple Velcro closure

- Should the user require plate protection, the quick fit harness - Waterproof and UV proof armour panels

system can be used which holds the plates - Full freedom of movement

Option: Anti-stab - KR1 or KR2 combinated with hand gun protection - Adjustable shoulders

- Full range of sizes for both Male and Female Officers

POLICE / SECURITY JERSEYS TRAFFIC CONES BEACON LIGHTS

Jerseys for Security Officers & Military Officers

V neck or crew neck - colours will be matched TBA TBA

BATONS EXTENDABLE BATONS HANDCUFFS

- Straight  70cm Product Code: IABI001 Product Code: IABI006 - Police speed cuffs - semi linked 

- Straight  50cm Product Code: IABI002 Product Code: IABI007

- Tonfa  60cm Product Code: IABI003 - Extendable Batons - up to 500mm 

-Tonfa 50cm Product Code: IABI004 Model 65 Black Oxide

- Baton Holder Product Code: IABI005 Product Code: IABI009

- Advanced extendable baton

- Up to 6600mm Nickel Plated Handcuff

Product Code: IABI008

TACTICAL HOLSTERS R5 LEG RIG

9mm Holster Product Code: IAM001 - R5 Leg rig for ammunition HEAVY DUTY WEBBING BELT WITH EMBLEM

R5 Holster Product Code: IAM002 Product Code: IAA001

Tokarev Holster Product Code: IAM003 - Heavy Duty Webbing belt for Service Personnel

35 Holster Product Code: IAM004 LEGHOLSTER - Personalize with your company emblem

38 Special Holster Product Code: IAM005 - Leg holster for 9mm

Product Code: IAA002

GAS MASKS GLOVES TROPHY CAM

Product Code: IABI011

- Gas masks + 1 x Canister - Kevlar Gloves Product Code: IABI013

- Excellent facepiece-to-face fit - Riot Gloves with Kevlar The Trophy Cam is a compact size camera utilising the most modern

- High wearing comfort - Riot Gloves in leather technology.  It has a 1 year battery life using  inexpensive AA Batteries.

- Good field of vision Models with LCD Screens have a zoom feature for enhanced review detail

- Good speech transmission due to position of exhalation valve Each Camera can use up to a 32GB Memory card to increase the number

- The acrylic lens is specifically scratch resistant MAGLITE of photo's stored to over 20 000

- The 5-point harness permits quick donning and removal of the Maglite Solitaire & Selection of Torches

   mask without previous adjustments Gecko Dnoma Solar Torch

- The full face mask can be repaired and retained Aluminum 3D Torch incl 3 batteries

CANNISTER: Waypoint Torch

Product Code: IABI012

HAND HELD SCANNERS WALK THROUGH METAL DETECTORS UNDER VEHICLE INSPECTION MIRROR

Garret Product Code: IABI014 Free - Standing, Bi - directional operation Product Code: IABI016

John Elliot Product Code: IABI015 200 x 300 rectangular search mirror

300mm on Casters

200mm Adjustable search mirror

POLICE / SECURITY / TRAFFIC

SECURITY ACCESSORIES

http://www.bushnelloutdoorproducts.eu/www_trophycam/eu/search/
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BALLISTIC SHIELDS CERAMIC/ POLYETHYLENE COMBINATION PLATES QUICK-FIT HARNESS

NIJ Level III - Ceramic combination plates must be worn with a minimum Rapidly converts IA2002F ( front opening vest) 

Product Code: IABS001   NIJ Level II soft armour to obtain Level III performance into a vest capable of being uparmoured with rifle

& NIJ Level IIIA to achieve NIJ Level IV performance resistance plates

NIJ Level IIIA - NIJ Level III Ceramic Plates - Weight from 2.6 kg

Product Code: IABS002 - NIJ Level IV Ceramic Plates - 3.2 kg

- NIJ Level III Dyneema Plates - Weigh 1.6 kg

Product Code: IABS003

EXECUTIVE WAISTCOAT CONCEALED UNDER / OVERVEST FEMALE UNDERVEST

Product Code: IAV015 Product Code: IAV 011 Product Code: IAV012

- NIJ Level II and NIJ Level IIIA protection - Protection to NIJ Level, II and IIIA - Protection to NIJ level II and Level IIIA

- Full coverage to front, sides and back - Front, back and side protection - All of our female vests are made to measure to ensure

- Ideally suited for VIP protection - Removable machine washable cover   maximum comfort

- Waistcoats are made to the user's requirements - Simple adjustable Velcro closures - Front, back and side protection

   In different colours - Waterproof and UV proof Ballistic Panels - Removable machine washable cover

- Full freedom of movement - Simple adjustable Velcro closures

- Adjustable Velcro side and shoulder closure for a personalised fit - Waterproof and UV proof ballistic panels

- Option wickerable of lining to assist with sweat management - Full freedom of movement

- Adjustable Velcro side and shoulder closure for a 

  personalised fit

- Specialised Female Ceramic Plate

T-SHIRT UNDERVEST IA BODY VEST IA BALLISTIC BRIEFS

Product Code: IAV013 Product Code: IAV014

-T-Shirt Undervest is completely concealable, it is  The Body vest is made with wickable fabric which aids in The Design Ballistic briefs are a new modern and stylish boxer brief 

   very lightweight and comfortable. Moisture management. which offers lightweight ballistic protection where needed most

- This Undervest is ideally suited for undercover agents. The Vest has zip side opening for easy access. Lightweight and comfortable

- Protection:  Level II or Level IIIA Protection - Front & back up to NIJ Level IIIA Full freedom of movement

Optional: Additional side protection Pelvic, Coccyx & top Femur Protection up to NIJ Level IIIA

Extremely Lightweight Catering for Fragmentation  and Shrapnel

POLICE JACKET SUNGLASSES BALLISTIC LAPTOP CARRIER

- Versatile IA's Police jacket is designed as a traditional windbreaker Product Code: IABI017 Our latest addition to the VIP range a Ballistic Lap top Bag

- Specially designed for "under-cover" officers. with a pouch for a 9mm Gun and 2 Magazine Pouches

- There is also the option of a detachable executive waistcoat within 

  this jacket which gives ballistic protection. 

HARD ARMOUR SHIELDS/ PLATES

VIP
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MILITARY OVERVEST URBAN WARFARE QUICK RELEASE CHEST WEBBING

Product Code: IAV016 BALLISTIC VEST Product Code: IAEF006

- Protection selectable from NIJ Level II to NIJ Level IIIA, Product Code: IAV017 The Chest Rig is an adjustable rig with

  with multi - hit capability - Component Compatiable, Quick release capability quick release webbing straps and shoulder pads

- Front, Back, Side and Shoulder Protection - Fully integrated side protection It has a multiple pocket system

- Removable machine washable cover - Pockets front, back and sides soft or hard armour protection Outer pockets for ammunition, gun holster

- Adjustable Velcro closure - Cumberband gives additional side armour protection and grenades

- Waterproof and UV proof ballistic panels available, - All round modular attachment capability Padded shoulders for comfort

- Full freedom of movement - Multi-point adjustability, Extraction Handle & Hydration pack

- Optional: Ballistic collar and/ groin protection and/ arm protection - Increased protection for lower back area & 

- Optional: Modular System

- Plates can be added to increase protection to Level III or IV 

PASGT HELMET TANK / CREWMAN

PARATAC HELMET Product Code: IAH001 HELMET

Product Code: IAH005 The PASGT Helmet is a general purpose helmet for the Product Code: IAH004

This NIJ level IIIA offers excellent protection modern combat soldier. Used in combination with a 

It utilises the excellent performance of aramid bound, communication system

in a thermoplastic resin matrix using Imperial Armour's

unique process technology.

The PASGT helmet can be worn for extensive periods

PAULSON GOGGLES FRAGMENTATION VISOR

Product Code: IABI018 NIGHT VISION GOGGLES - PAULSONS Product Code: IAVIS003

Protective tactical goggles which are designed to Product Code: IABI020 The Fragmentation visor protects the 

specifically address the needs of a tactical operation Photo sensitive sensors user from ballistic fragments as well as

Dual Polycarbonate lens injection moulding for Light weight, low volume other flying debris

superior optical qualities.  Outer lens has been hard Digital Night Surveillance device. Visors are available in various lengths

coated and an inner lens that is anti fog coated

BALLISTIC SHIELDS - Paulsons CERAMIC COMBINATION PLATES (CCS) QUICK-FIT HARNESS

NIJ Level III - Ceramic combination plates must be worn with a minimum Rapidly converts IA2002F ( front opening vest) 

Product Code: IABS001   NIJ Level II soft armour to obtain Level III performance into a vest capable of being uparmoured with rifle

& NIJ Level IIIA to achieve NIJ Level IV performance resistance plates

NIJ Level IIIA - NIJ Level III Ceramic Plates - Weight from 2.6 kg

Product Code: IABS002 - NIJ Level IV Ceramic Plates - 3.2 kg

- NIJ Level III Dyneema Plates - Weigh 1.6 kg

Product Code: IABS003

RADIO BAG BAGS GO BAG

- Radio Bag - Military kit Bag - available in different colours Specifically designed for day patrols

- Adjustable shoulders Large internal bag with a draw string closure for security

Double pocket on top for storage

- vest bags & helmet bags Internal Harness for Comfort

Padded back for support

DESERT BOA WARFARE BOOT *** MAGNUM SIDEWINDER COMBAT DESERT BOOTS MILITARY RAINCOATS

- Fully waterproof. Gortex inner lining. A durable boot which offers many benefits at an extremely  Rain coat with Hood (also used as tent)

- Cordura and leather upper (Fire, Water and competitive price Product Code: IABI021

   abrasion resistant) Lace eyelets will not shine or glint when scratched

- Outsole: Acid and Oil resistant rubber sole Breathe Right lining to maximise breathability and comfort

- Antibacterial inner sole Dual - density polyurethane midsole will not squish in the heat TACTICAL SUIT

- Washable insole Super Fabric Arch panel to resist wear and damage

- Boa quick release closing mechanism Ortholite insole gives long lasting comfort and support

MIN ORDER 200 PAIRS

MILITARY
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BALLISTIC FLOTATION VEST FRENCH NAVY 150N INFLATABLE COMMANDO 275N, INFLATABLE 

Product Code: IAV018 For standard service and emergency manoeuvres Commando 275N, Inflatable

A vest that includes both Ballistic protection and on all vessels Specially designed for assault troops, in amphibious operations.  

permanent buoyancy. Inflation: Manual or automatic, 30g CO2 cylinder Supports one person + 30kg of combat equipment.

Protection available up to NIJ Level IIIA. Army green PVC coated outer cover, Inflation: Hydrostatic (Hammer), 60g CO2 cylinder

Dyneema plates can be added to increase protection Fire Retardant treatment with Velcro or zip closure Oral inflation tube

to level III. Features: buckles in composite material, grab handle, Black outer cover, fire retardant treatment, zip closure.

1 whistle with lanyard, double clutch strap, Retro - reflecting tapes can be hidden for camouflage

Flotation vests are available in Front opening style 2 fastening toggles, external pocket, signalling mirror, Features: Buckles in composite material, crutch strap, grab

or Covert style. automatic distress light & 2 dye marker pouches handle, external pockets, 2 fastening lines, 1 whistle with lanyard,

supplied in storage bag signalling mirror.

Price: Specific feature: Special devise prevents hydrostatic inflation

MARITIME SECURITY VEST MAGNUM SPIDER HYDRO 8.0 HPi BOOTS MARINE BINOCULARS

Product Code: IAV019 A boot designed for  the special operator requiring The Bushnell Marine Binoculars are buoyant, waterproof and

Specifically created to be worn by security personnel the highest performance to take on the toughest corrosion resistant.  

on the water to ensure adequate protection against piracy assignments at speed Ultra bright crisp view is due to the multicoated optics and 

and other security risks Super fabric Arch panel is abrasion & heat premium BaK-4 prism glass.

shoulder protection is removable resistant and breathable Rugged rubber armouring provides a sure grip, absorbs shock and

Ballistic panels with floatable armour Breath right lining offers ventilation and cooling prevents sliding in rough conditions

Internal cumberband to for comfort system

Double front pockets for accessories and eyelets Agion Anti- bacterial and Anti- fungal treatment  
for drainage.

Lined in mesh for ventilation and drainage

MARINE SECURITY VEST WITH INTEGRATED  FIRST AID BAG POLYETHELENE PLATE

BUOYANCY AID Product Code: IAEF020 Lightest Level III Protection available

The First Aid Bag is compact yet opens NIJ  Level III Stand alone plate

Ballistic vest with incorporating Lightweight, to a variety of pouched and pockets for medical Weights under 1.7kg each

floatable armour, supplies.

In-house integrated buoyancy aid The First Aid Bog is able to contain a variety of 

Shoulder protection is detachable first aid supplies

Internal cumberband for support & comfort EXCLUDING CONTENTS

Magazine pouches on either side of the vest

Protection up to NIJ Level IIIA

MARINES

javascript:showimage('http://www.armorco.com/images/body armor/b40w9e8e.gif')
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GERMAN ANTI RIOT SET SECOND OPTION ANTI RIOT SUIT THIRD OPTION ANTI RIOT SET

Impact resistant, tough elastic padded polypropylene with An extremely competitive Anti Riot Set Full Anti- riot set is suitable for high - threat riot control situations

high energy absorption.  Anatomically moulded segment manufactured from PVC which is and has greater flexibility and comfort whilst providing

can be combined and interconnected on a modular basis non allergenic and non dangerous substantial protection from blunt force trauma.

to guarantee the wearer a range of precise adjustment Capable of resisting blows up to The suit is lightweight & is designed for easy access at a 

options for maximum security and comfort. 140 joules moment's notice

Approximate weight  of suit is 3kgs. The Suit included an Anti Riot Helmet, Baton & Gloves

NEOPRENE HARDSHELL VORTEX KNEE PADS IMPERIAL HARD SHELL ELBOW PADS

ELBOW & KNEE PROTECTORS Heavy Duty, hard shell composite NON SLIP cap Hard shell polyurethane thermoplastic non-slip elbow caps

Elbow which plants you firmly on any surface. Reinforced foam padding for shock absorption and

Knee Perforated, breathable neoprene coated with comfort

silicone at the top of the pads hug the leg above Adjustable elastic straps with Velcro and D-rings for 

ALTERNATIVE KNEE PROTECTORS the knee. a secure fit

Straps feature silicone coated strips to prevent Superior abrasion and tear resistance

pads from slipping in motion and re-enforced rivets Ergonomic curved form

Lined and protected with Aegis Microbe Shield Washable

which controls bacteria and fungi that cause odour

staining, and material deterioration

PAULSONS ANTI RIOT SHIELD

ANTI RIOT KNUCKLE ANTI RIOT HELMET ANTI RIOT SHIELDS Fabricated from the highest quality 

PROTECTOR GLOVES The Anti riot helmet is aired with anti - petrol visor  in (Please note that these are NOT shock shields, polycarbonate, Paulson's ensures superior

polycarbonate. Minimum thickness 2.5mm as Imperial Armour do not trade in shock shields) optical view, thus giving the user the ability

External cap in polycarbonate anti impact - double to take photo's and video's through the shield

density inside cap to absorb impact. 600 x 500 x 4 mm

Link of the visor with clicks (releases) 1000m x 600 x 4 mm

Protected opening in the zone of the ear 1200m x 600 x 4 mm

South Africa 900m x 600 x 4 mm

International 1500m x 600 x 4 mm

Adapted for gas mask

HI TECH VIPER BOOT HI TECH STEALTH BOOT HI TECH CLASSIC BOOT FAL SEGURIDAD

Durable and lightweight Greater Durability Durable and Lightweight PREDATOR RUBBER BOOT  

Easier fit and removal Higher abrasion resistance Moisture Management keeps feet drier -Leather and Cordura upper

Moisture management keeps feet drier Moisture Management keeps feet drier EVA Midsole increases comfort and - Water and  abrasion resistant

Better grip, increased comfort and durability 3 Density layers for comfort, support and shock absorption. cushions heel strike -  Antibacterial inner

With added heel support Provides stability, flexibility, slip- resistance, traction, Better grip and increased durability - Rubber sole, slip, acid and oil resistant

 movement control, grip & support in needed areas

**EXCLUSIVE AGENTS FOR SALES OUTSIDE SOUTH AFRICA ONLY

ANTI RIOT GEAR AND EQUIPMENT
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STRUCTURAL FIRE TURNOUT SUIT WILDLAND FIRE FIGHTING SUIT

The structural Fire suit is a 3 layer fire suit which consists of a The Wildland Fire Fighting suit is a 2 layer suit consisting of an

tunic and pull up trousers - often referred to as the "Bunker Suit" outer cover and a thermal barrier.

The structural Fire Turnout suit is lighter that before, offers extra The Wildland Fire Fighting suit provides durable protection and 

mobility and comfort without reducing the standard requirement for is lightweight for comfort.

NFPA. The sizing is of a loose fitting to prevent any heat build up.

Consideration include the following:

Inherent Fire Resistance, Tear resistance, Abrasion resistance,

Thermal performance (during and after Thermal exposure) and 

Water repellent. Structural Fire Turnout suit with Drag handle

Structural Fire Turnout suit (Bunker Suit)(Single Layer)

Advanced bunker Suit

Wildland Fire Fighting Suit (2 Layer)

Flight Suit (100% Nomex)

Fire Retardant Overall

Fire retardant 2-Piece Overall

EN STUCTURAL FIRE TURNOUT SUIT

The new Extreme Air Lightweight Bunker suit is a  3 layer  fire

PILOT SUIT MEDICAL VEST suit which consists of a  tunic and pull up trousers.

- Sage green - Front opening vest with adjustable side fastenings The Extreme Air fire suit weighs a mere 2.5kg as opposed to 

- Made of Nomex  fabric - 2 Internal pocket on either side of the vest a standard 5kg NFPA Suit, yet still offers extra mobility and 

- choice of fire inherent or fire retardant fabric  - Pen holder and multitude of small storage pockets comfort, and meet the EN standards

- Robust and durable on the front of the vest Considerations include the following:

- 2 Medical kit pockets with zip opening and internal Inherent fire Resistance, Tear resistance, Abrasion resistance & 

-  special shoulder design to remove restrictions of movement pockets on either side of the vest front Thermal performance

- Reflective tape for visibility

- Screen printed Medical sign on the back

MAGNUM ELITE BUNKER BOOTS

HARVICK BOOTS - Waterproof, flame retardant Leather boot JOLLY FIRE BOOT 9006

- Vulcanised rubber upper and sole - Kevlar Nomex protective shield - Upper:  Full grain leather with

- NFPA compliant - WP Flame retardant leather    water repellent treatment and rubber toe cap

- Sole: Oil and abrasion resistant - Waterproof/breathable Sympatex Membrane - rubber toe cap

- steel midsole - Safety toe cap - rear pull-on feature

- Steel shanks - Nitrile Rubber out sole which is flame and oil resistant - Gore-Tex lining

- Chemical resistant upper - Outlast temperature regulation - Anti-penetration midsole

MTO a minimum number is required - Aluminium alloy toe cap

- Armour ankle protection

- interchangeable lining

FAL SEGURIDAD FAL SEGURIDAD

DRAGON FIRE FIGHTING BOOT (FAL) FENIX FIRE FIGHTING BOOT HI TECH NON METALLIC HEAT 

- High Safety Fire fighting boot - Medium Safety Fire fighting boot RESISTANT BOOT

- Standards: HI3+A+CI+AN(F2A) - Standards: HI3+A+CI+AN(F2A) - Leather Upper

- Waterproofed  full grain leather upper - Waterproofed  full grain leather upper - Dual density PU/rubber sole

- Gortex inner lining - Gortex inner lining - 300 degree resistant sole

- Antistatic, fireproof rubber, oil resistant sole - Antistatic, fireproof rubber, oil resistant sole - Carbon toe cap

- Penetration resistant insole - Penetration resistant insole -Moisture-wicking lining

     (HTP - similar to Kevlar)      (HTP - similar to Kevlar) - Full padded removable sock liner

- Toe cap - Toe cap -padded collar

- BOA closing system - padded tongue

** Exclusive agents outside South Africa Only

** Exclusive agents outside South Africa Only

FIRE FIGHTING & RESCUE SERVICES
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BULLARD STRUCTURAL HELMET CAIRNS HELMET LITE FORCE MODERN

- Lightweight - High temperature foam impact STRUCTURAL HELMET

- Tough and durable - NFPA compliant - NFPA Compliant

- Balance, comfort, stability  and position - Strong and durable - Base model includes FYR - Glass

   interface with respiratory equipment Shell, 2 piece padded brow, comfort

- standard quick attach blade system cap & ratchet.  6 Point suspension

  for quick  application of shield or goggle optional components & Accessories

available

BEN 2 LOW RIDER BULLARD WILDLAND HELMET

TRADITIONAL HELMET - Lightweight

- NFPA Compliant - Tough and durable protection GOGGLES (Paulsons)

- Base model includes FYR - Glass - Balance, Comfort and stability - Fits all Bullard Fire fighting helmets

Shell, 2 piece padded brow, comfort - standard quick attach blade system - Mist free glass

cap & ratchet.  6 Point suspension   for quick  application of shield or goggle

optional components & accessories available

BREATHING APARATUS (Scott SCBA) PARAMEDIC FIRST AID BAG

- Fits all Bullard Wildland helmets The Paramedic First Aid Bag is compact yet opens

1. PSS 7000 CBA with qrc FIRE FIGHTING HOOD to a variety of pouched and pockets for medical

- Separate head piece with bibs on front & back supplies.

2. LDV - Double layer all round The paramedic First Aid Box is able to contain a full

- NFPA standards Advanced Life Support First Aid Kit

3. 6L Steel Cylinder - Easy seal face opening EXCLUDING CONTENTS

- temperature control

4. 6.8L 300B Composite Cylinder

FIRE BAG

(Select between 3 or 4) - Can accommodate full Fire Kit

   including boots

- Separate zipped pocket

- Mesh for ventilation

- Drag Handle

AMERICAN STRUCTURAL STRUCTURAL FIRE FIGHTING FIRE MASTER ELITE FIRE MASTER ULTRA GAUNTLET

FIRE FIGHTING GLOVES GLOVES FIRE FIGHTING GLOVES FIRE FIGHTING GLOVES

- Thermo cowhide -  Thermo cowhide  - A hybrid design which combines - NFPA Compliant

- Polyurethane moisture barrier - SEF Lining the very best fabric and leather in one - Full grain leather structural fire fighting glove

- Self Extinguishing fleece lining - Thumb wing - Outer Shell made in Anti static Nomex - Outer shell made from unique fire, water and

- Pull tab - Spandex wristlet - Fully lined with blended Kevlar fabric chemical resistant Pyrohide grain cowhide leather

-  Blood borne pathogen protection - Hand only -  Blood borne pathogen protection - Hand only - Closed cell expanded foam padding - FR Neoprene coated Kevlar reinforcement 

- Thumb wing - NFPA standards protects the knuckles patches across the palm, thumb, thumb crotch &

- Spandex wristlet - 3M Scotchlite Tri-band fingertips provide increased protection,

improved grip and enhanced abrasion

                                                                                            WHISTLE  FLASHLIGHT

FIRE EXTINGUISHER

HOSE REEL

PICK AXE SMOKE MASK

FIRE FIGHTING & RESCUE SERVICES CONTINUED

ACCESSORIES

GLOVES
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BVM PARAMEDIC BAG DRUG BAG

The Drug bag is designed to store ampoules and 

Designed to hold a complete Advanced other equipment

Life Support Kit  for Emergency Rescue

and Medical Personnel Features:

Access to various compartment is quicka nd 

Features: easy

A variety of pouches in various sizes and Internal Flap has an elasticated molle divider

colours allowing for persinal customisation on one side which allows you to personally organise your kit.

and easy reference All internal bags are velcro attached  for easy removal  and 

Velcro attached pouches for quick retrieval colour coded for easy reference

Sturdy carry handles and padded shoulder straps The back internal Lining has a transparent velcro sealed

Reflective tape for visibility mulit -pocketed pouch

INTUBATION BAG SPLINT BAG

The  Intubation bag is specifically designed to The Splint carry bag can conveniently hold splints and accessories

help organise supplies required to do a making this bag ideal for First Responders, EMT's, Sports trainers and more

successful intubation in the field

The Splint bag has multiple zip openings for easy access to the splints

Features:

Internal Flap has  4 vertical compartments

with velcro rip closures on either side.

2 Transparent Internal bags with zip closures HELICOPTER ROLL OUT BAG

and elasticated loops for tubes and accessories Foldable for easy transportation

2 large velcro strips on the back allows attachment Multi pocketed for storage of a variety of

and transporting the intubation bag easy & convenient medical supplies

Velcro attached pouches allow for easy removal

PARAMEDIC  JUMPSUIT MEDIC VEST

- Front opening vest with adjustable side fastenings

The Imperial Armour Paramedic Jumpsuit is a one - 2 Internal pocket on either side of the vest

piece overall which  can be customised to clients  - Pen holder and multitude of small storage pockets

requirements. on the front of the vest

- 2 Medical kit pockets with zip opening and internal 

Features: pockets on either side of the vest front

Zip attached sleeves allows for short sleevs in heated - Reflective tape for visibility

climates - Screen printed Medical sign on the back

Side zip on trousers allowes for extra width 

Pockets to client specifications

Reflective tape for visibility

EMERGENCY RESCUE JACKET FLEECE JACKET

Lightweight and comfortable, the fleece jacket is suiable for

Paramedics are required to work in all all weather types

types of weather both indoors and outside. Features:

Features: -Lightweight Fleece

-Front opening -Front opening zip closure

-Lightweight Nylon Oxforf fabric - side pockets

-Internal Lining - Straight or foldable collar

-Provides resistance to the elements - shock cord and toggle adjustments

- customised to client requirements - customised to clients requirements

EMERGENCY RESCUE 
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   DEMINING APRON 450 m/s DEMINING SUIT 450 m/s 2 PIECE DEMINING SUIT 

Product Code: IADM001 Product Code: IADM002 Product Code: IADM003

 - The Demining Apron offers maximum coverage whilst The Advanced mine clearance suit is a 2 piece suit The New improved 2 piece demining suit offers lightweight 

 keeping flexibility and light weight a priority. consisting of jacket & trousers protective cover to all major areas of the body that could be 

 - The Apron covers all major areas of the body that could This lightweight  protective suit covers all major areas life threatening if damaged.

be life threatening if damaged. of the body that could be life threatening if damaged The apron style top has detachable sleeves and a knitted 

polyester mesh back for air circulation & comfort.

The trousers offer front body protection and is not as 

cumbersome as the full body legs

The back of the apron is  made from 

knitted polyester mesh allowing air

circulation for extra comfort

PAULSONS DEMINING CRADLE & VISOR DEMINING HELMET MANUAL DEMINING KIT

Product Code: IAVIS005 Product Code: IADM004 Product Code: IADM005

The Paulsons Demining visor with cradle is a  large Demining Helmet is lightweight and comfortable Signal  investigated tools are manufactured from Stainless

fragmentation visor that offers superior optical Visor - Polycarbonate Steel.

quality.  Adjustable Visor All Tools for Manual Deminer in one convenient durable splash

The Demining cradle & Visor is designed to be used Offers full head, chin and neck protection proof bag.

for demining  or any other application where the Easy retrieval and  inspection of individual tools

need for a large fragmentation shield is necessary.

BALLISTIC BOMB BLANKET DEMINING BOOTS FRAGMENTATION VISOR

Product Code: IADM006 Product Code: IADM007 Product Code: IAVIS003

Ballistic Blanket measures a nominal 1.5m. X 1.m. Made from Hydrophobic grain leather The Fragmentation visor protects the 

V50:  435 m/s up to 600 m/s the demining boot protects against user from ballistic fragments as well as

Optional:  Flame retardant cover or Cordura for hard wearing anti-personnel contact mines other flying debris

The boots are completely metal free. Visors are available in various lengths

The demining boot is designed to reduce 

up to 99% of the blast effect of a 35g

high Explosive mine

DEMINING SUIT AND EQUIPMENT
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PARATROOPER JUMP JACKET TACTICAL BATTLE JACKET

Product code: IAEF001 Product Code: IAEF003

The Jump Jacket comprises of a two piece front opening The Battle jacket is an adjustable harness

jacket with zip closure and a fleece lined removable waistcoat. with multiple pocket systems

The fleece waistcoat is attached to the jacket with poppers The jacket has a back adjustable webbing

making it easy to remove. system and front straps with multiple pockets

There are 4 pockets all with popper closure for easy opening. The side panels have multiple pocket pouches

Elbows and shoulders are reinforced with rip stop fabric with zip closures

Side adjusters at waist and hem for an adjustable fit The back panel has a zip closure pouch

Crotch flap attached to the back of the jacket which is used to attached with a molle system for easy removal

hold the jacket securely in place and stop the jacket from 

riding up when airborne

SPECIAL OPERATIONS BACK PACK CHEST WEBBING

Product Code: IAEF004 Product Code: IAEF006

The Bergen bag is a 120lt capacity Multi pockets ruck sack The Chest Rig is an adjustable rig with

with an internal support frame quick release webbing straps and shoulder pads

There are 5 external pockets all with zip closures and additional It has a multiple pocket system

ladder locks for security. Outer pockets for ammunition, gun holster

There is a water hydration pocket situated on each side of the bag and grenades

The bag has 2 internal wall which allow for 1 internal compartment Padded shoulders for comfort

when zipped open or 3 internal compartments when closed

The extendable top neck allows for extra capacity & the top closing

flap has an outside pocket which can also be extended

The bag has a shoulder harness system and lower back cumberband

for comfort and support

SANDF BAG: Product Code: IAEF005

= MAGNUM SIDEWINDER COMBAT BUSH HAT

DESERT BOOTS

A durable boot which offers many benefits at an 

extremely competitive price

Lace eyelets will not shine or glint when scratched

Breathe Right lining to maximise breathability and comfort

Dual - density polyurethane midsole will not squish in the heat

Super Fabric Arch panel to resist wear and damage

Ortholite insole gives long lasting comfort and support

ELITE FORCE
BUSHFIGHTER / SOLIDIER
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TACTICAL QUICK RELEASE MOLLE JACKET SWAT MOLLE VEST

Product Code: IAV017 Product Code: IAEF007

- Quick release capability The Molle Assault vest is a lightweight & breathable

- Fully integrated side protection Front opening vest.

- Pockets front, back and sides soft or hard armour protection The vest is designed with a mesh body and webbing molle

- Cumberband gives additional side armour protection system for detachable modules.

- Component compatible There is a detachable hydration pack on the back of the vest

- All round modular attachment capability The shoulders are adjustable & the upper part of the vest is

- Multi-point adjustability padded for comfort.

- Increased protection for lower back area The side openings are adjustable with hook and loop fastenings

- Extraction handle Bottom webbings for belt attachments

- Hydration Pack Drag handle on the back

COMMANDO OVERALL MAGNUM SPIDER TAC SPEC 8.01 Hpi BOOTS

Product Code: IAEF008

- One piece overall with elasticated waist - Full Grain Leather

- 2 way front zip - Tec- Tuff leather toe guard resists snags & abrasion

- Chest & leg pockets can have zip or Velcro - Rubber toe flanges assist wall scaling

closures - Built in fast rope and repelling system

- Comfort and ease of wearing - Breathe Right lining offers ventilation & cooling system

- Robust and durable - Metal detector safe with non-metallic TPU shank

- Agion anti-bacterial & anti-fungal treatment

ELITE FORCE

URBAN WARFARE / SOLDIER

Swat Utility Belt Knee and Elbow PadsSwat Utility Pouch SWAT 9mm Leg Holster Balaclava PASGT Helmet Extraction Harness Camelbak Hydration Pack
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FREE FLY STUDENT JUMPSUIT SPECIAL OPERATIONS TWINZIPP

Versatile and perfect as a first Jumpsuit The Twinzipp jumpsuit is used extensively on

Re-inforced seat and knees with Codura tactical military jumps

for extra durability The Double zipper ensures that the jumpsuit is

easy to get into and out of.

Real all Round suit which can be customised Re-inforced Knees for durability

to meet clients requirements Elastic waist band for fit 

PARATROOPER CANVAS DUFFLE BAG FREE FALL GLOVES FREE FALL GOGGLES MAGNUM SPIDER TAC

SPEC 8.0 Hpi BOOTS

Designed with one internal compartment to accommodate

multiple types of equipment. - Full Grain Leather

Top has a full zip closure with outer zip - Tec- Tuff leather toe guard resists snags & abrasion

pockets - Rubber toe flanges assist wall scaling

shoulder straps and carry handles - Built in fast rope and repelling system

- Breathe Right lining offers ventilation & cooling system

- Metal detector safe with non-metallic TPU shank

- Agion anti-bacterial & anti-fungal treatment

MILITARY FREE FALLER

ELITE FORCE
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PARAKIT LOADBEARING HARNESS PERSONAL MEDIC BAG SPECIAL OPERATIONS 3DAY BAG

The Spinnekop is an adjustable rig The medical bag is a small compact multi - pocketed bag The 3 Day bag is designed specially for short duration use

which attaches to a Bergen Bag or Ruck for carrying the basic medical supplies It has multiple compartments with zip closures and an internal

sack and is then attached to the It has see through internal mesh pouches. There are 4 pockets on the outside of the bag and a total

parachute. Light and compact and easy to carry and store of 8 internal pouches and 2 mesh pockets

It is designed with a front pocket to tuck The 3 day bag also has a facility for an internal hydration system

the ropes into.

SPECIAL OPS ROPE LEG BAG LIGHTWEIGHT GHILLIE SUIT OPERATIONS MEDICAL BAG

The Ops Medical bag is compact yet opens up to  a variey of

The leg bag is designed specifically to hold pouches and pockets for medical supplies.

the rope system used by parachuters, and is The bag has adjustable back shoulder strap making it easy to carry.

designed to fit around the leg with a hook and The pouches and pockets are able to house a multitude of medical supplies

loop closure.  The bag also incorporates a depending on the cleint requirements.

foot loop.  The internal wall has loops which EXCLUDING CONTENTS

the user can load his rope system.

The bottom is detachable for quick releasing of 

of equipment.

ELITE BAG WITH LAPTOP INSERT

This ia a Multi Purpose Adaptable Back pack

Available in 3 Sizes: 

30lt

45lt

60lt

Optional Laptop Insert fitted  for the Frequent Traveller

IMPERIAL ARMOUR is the One Stop Company for Personal Protection

If you find there is a product that is not listed that you are looking for, please let us know and we will source it for you.

Front Inside

ELITE FORCE

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS


